1. Nancy was watching a line of ants walk by. She was counting ant legs. If she saw 7 ants, how many legs did she see?

2. Salam had 24 pencils. He wanted to give each of his friends four pencils. How many pencils did each friend receive?

3. Arturo was counting books in the library. He noticed that there were three shelves of books and that each shelf had 7 books on it. How many books were on the bookshelf?

4. Felipe was counting cars as they passed his Lemonade Stand. He counted 4 cars going one way and 3 cars going the other. How many car wheels did he see all together? (Hint: This is a two part problem.)

5. Danielle invited 6 friends over for a slumber party. She wanted each friend to get 4 glow sticks for the night. How many glow sticks would she need to buy at the store for each of her friends and herself to get four glow sticks?